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Five-Minute Recovery of Servers and Applications
Your business is at risk every day. Simple daily backups are no longer enough to ensure your
business can keep running in the event of equipment failure, human error, fire, flood, or cyber
security threats. You need a solution that offers flexibility, redundancy, and resilience. But that
solution needs to be simple use and recover.
Introducing MicroData SafeGuard - a total data protection solution for your business. Leveraging the
industry-leading Datto Backup, Continuity, and Disaster Recovery engine, MicroData’s SafeGuard service
provides true peace-of-mind for business.
SafeGuard backs up all of your server data every 15 minutes, so if the worst should happen, your employees
can be back at work in minutes—not hours or days. It quickly turns a disaster into a minor event.

SafeGuard Advantages
• Compatible. Works with Windows, Linux, and Mac systems
• Flexible. In the event of a disaster, you can choose to have local virtual servers replace your failed servers,
failover to Cloud-based servers, or perform a fast bare-metal restore onto new, replacement hardware
• Powerful. Every 15 minutes, your data is backed up locally, tested, and replicated to a globally redundant
secure cloud
• Comprehensive. Our Infinite Cloud Retention option means you can store your data
for as long as your business requires
• Ransomware Protection. SafeGuard monitors and targets specific paterns of Ransomware within a single backup and alerts you and MicroData so action can be taken
to let you get back to business without paying a ransom
• Scalable. SafeGuard can protect up to dozens of servers per location

One Integrated Solution
SafeGuard is the single solution to backup, restore, and secure your data and is backed by the experts at
MicroData and Datto; 24x7x365
To get started protecting your data anywhere and restoring it anytime, contact us at 800.924.8167.

The MicroData Advantage
Since its founding over 26 years ago, MicroData has focused on developing and supporting comprehensive IT
environments for our clients. We provide our clients—whether Fortune 500, manufacturing, biotech, education,
financial services, not-for-profit, or government—with the expertise and resources that guarantee them a
competitive advantage. As they have all discovered, outsourcing IT operations with MicroData
makes good sense.
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